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Abstract

Objective: To compare available analysis methods for determining fetal fraction on
single read next generation sequencing data. This is important as the performance of
non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) procedures depends on the fraction of fetal DNA.
Methods: We tested six different methods for the detection of fetal fraction in NIPT
samples. The same clinically obtained data were used for all methods, allowing us to
assess the effect of fetal fraction on the test result, and to investigate the use of fetal
fraction for quality control.
Results: We show that non-NIPT methods based on body mass index (BMI) and ges-
tational age are unreliable predictors of fetal fraction, male pregnancy specific meth-
ods based on read counts on the Y chromosome perform consistently and the fetal sex-
independent new methods SeqFF and SANEFALCON are less reliable but can be used
to obtain a basic indication of fetal fraction in case of a female fetus.
Conclusion: We recommend the use of a combination of methods to prevent the issue
of reports on samples with insufficient fetal DNA; SANEFALCON to check for presence
of fetal DNA, SeqFF for estimating the fetal fraction for a female pregnancy and any
Y-based method for estimating the fetal fraction for a male pregnancy.

Introduction

Pregnant women undergoing invasive prenatal tests have a 2–3:1000 [1] risk for an iatro-
genic abortion. With the introduction of non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT), pregnant
women have a safe alternative to test for fetal aberrations such as Down syndrome (trisomy
21), Patau syndrome (trisomy 13) and Edwards syndrome (trisomy 18) [2]. Reliability of
NIPT is high but depends on biological as well as experimental variations. It has been
speculated that the fetal fraction should be at least 4% [3] to allow for reliable detection
of common trisomies. Several methods to predict or determine fetal fraction have been
proposed. Previous publications indicate that high body mass index (BMI) negatively
affects the fraction of fetal DNA in maternal plasma [4], although these correlations were
not very strong. Due to their high variability, these measures are not being used in a
clinical workflow. Dedicated laboratory tests to determine fetal fraction directly on iso-
lated DNA have been developed but have the associated risk of adding an error prone
step in the diagnostic work-up. When splitting the sample in two different lab flows, one
for determination of fetal fraction and the other for the library prep, an error or sample
swap in either flow might result in a mismatch between the fetal fraction and the NIPT
result. Furthermore, incorrect preparation for sequencing may result in loss of the fetal
DNA or poor size selection, which will not be noticed if the fetal fraction is determined
on a different lab flow. These kinds of technical failures might even affect an entire run
of samples. Therefore, the fetal fraction should preferably be determined from the same
next generation sequencing (NGS) data that are used for the determination of the chro-
mosomal aberrations. There are multiple methods developed for the detection of fetal
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fraction in cfDNA samples, but a comparison between these methods is still lacking. For
male fetuses, the easiest approach is to use the relative amount of reads that map on the
Y chromosome as this is an unambiguous indication of fetal DNA. We compare two Y
chromosome-based methods, the first being a new method we developed, DEFRAG. This
method calculates both a normalized fraction with respect to pure male/female DNA, as
well as a fraction that takes into account the uniqueness of the Y chromosome. DEFRAG
was compared to a method introduced by Bayindir et al.[5], to which we further refer
as BAYINDIR, that uses a robust estimate of the fraction of reads mapping on the Y
chromosome with respect to the autosomes. Both DEFRAG and BAYINDIR calculate
the fetal fraction using two independent methods. Recently, two methods have been in-
troduced that are capable of estimating the fetal fraction independent of fetal sex [6, 7].
It is yet unclear how these methods perform in a clinical setting. We set out to evaluate
and compare these methods in their ability to determine the fetal fraction from NGS-
NIPT data. As this article focuses on methods that use relatively cheap short single read
sequencing, a recent method that uses insert size based on paired-end sequencing [8] is
excluded. Finally, we related fetal fraction to BMI and gestational age.

Methods

DNA was isolated from 654 blood plasma samples (279 pregnancies of a female fetus and
375 pregnancies of a male fetus). Metadata on pregnancies were collected during the
TRIDENT study in the Netherlands; these included BMI and gestational age [9]. All
women signed an informed consent form. Permission for the study was granted by the
Minister of Health (11016-118701-PG). The study was also approved by local University
Medical Center Ethics Committees. DNA was sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq2500,
obtaining 4 to 37 million (median 16 million) 51 BP single end reads per sample. Sequence
data were demultiplexed allowing one mismatch in the index tag, mapped to GRCh37
using BWA, allowing zero mismatches and removing any read that had multiple mappable
positions. For the training of DEFRAG and BAYINDIR, an additional training set of
196 samples (76 female pregnancies, 109 male pregnancies and 11 male control samples)
was used.

DEFRAG

DEFRAG consists of two methods that both use the number of reads mapped to the Y
chromosome to determine the fetal fraction and is thus limited to use on male pregnancy
samples.

DEFRAGa: Normalized fraction of reads on chromosome Y

Female pregnancy samples from the training set were used to determine the average
fraction of reads mapped to chromosome Y at 0% male DNA (%YXXfetus). The 11 male
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control samples were used to determine this fraction at 100% male DNA (%YXYman). The
fetal fraction in a new, unseen, sample is then determined by the fraction of reads mapped
to Y with respect to these bounds:

DEFRAGa =
(%YXY fetus −%YXXfetus)

%YXYman
(1)

where %YXY fetus refers to the percentage of reads in the sample that map to the Y chro-
mosome.

DEFRAGb: Fraction of reads uniquely mapped to chromosome Y

Even in case of a female pregnancy, reads map to some parts on the Y chromosome
due to repeated regions. To increase sensitivity for male pregnancies, we calculated a
fetal fraction in which we only considered those regions on Y where only rarely reads map
in case of a female pregnancy. Chromosome Y is divided in 1 Mb bins and the amount
of reads in each bin is determined for the samples in the training set. Bins that never
received any reads across all samples, or contain at least one read in more than half of the
female pregnancies, are removed (excluding regions 0–2, 9–14, 20–21 and 25–59 Mb on
ChrY). This results in a Y-specific subset of bins containing reads in male pregnancies,
but rarely in female pregnancy samples. These bins are corrected for GC content using
a LOWESS function, which is trained for the expected number of reads given the GC
fraction of a bin using the autosomes [10]. The fetal fraction is then calculated by the
median of the GC-corrected fractions for the selected bins on chromosome Y. DEFRAG
is available as an addition to WISECONDOR at
https://github.com/rstraver/wisecondor.

BAYINDIR

Bayindir et al.[5] introduced a method that makes use of a robust estimate of the read
count on X, Y and autosomal chromosomes. They divide the genome in 50 kb bins, and
the read count fractions for every bin are determined. Then, they define two fractions:

BAY INDIRa =
med(Chrauto)−med(ChrX)

med(Chrauto)
∗ 2 (2)

where med(Chrauto) represents the median read count across the 50-kb bins of the au-
tosomal chromosomes (andmed(ChrX) likewise for bins on the X chromosome). BAYINDIR
proposed a second method that only takes regions on the Y chromosome into account for
which no read from female pregnancies map:

BAY INDIRb =
med(ChrmaskY )

med(Chrauto)
∗ 2 (3)
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where ChrmaskY excludes 21 50-kb regions on Y for which reads from female pregnancies
map. A training set of 196 samples was used to train this method before applying it to
our test samples.

SEQFF

The multivariate model of SeqFF [6] contains two regression models (elastic net and
weighted rank selection criterion, WRSC), trained on an anonymized set of 25 312 male
pregnancy samples. Briefly, the genome is divided into 50-kb bins. Then, a weighted
linear regression model that combines the read count fractions across all autosomal bins
is learned to predict the read count for the Y chromosome (in the elastic net model), or
the read counts for the separate bins on the Y chromosome taking their covariation into
account (for the WRSC method). The fetal fraction is then the average of the predictions
of the two models. Note, that although learned on Y, the authors have shown that the
model also predicts fetal fractions for female pregnancies correctly. Here, we have used
the pre-trained models from Reference [6] and used them to predict the fetal fraction in
our samples.

SANEFALCON

SANEFALCON [7] determines the fetal fraction through the distribution of reads mapped
around nucleosome positions on autosomal chromosomes. Therefore, this method is in-
dependent of the fetal gender. Briefly, a genome-wide nucleosome profile is generated by
aligning all read count profiles with respect to detected nucleosome positions. Nucleosome
positions are detected by peaks in the genome-wide read count profile, as cfDNA are short
fragments that are cut at linker DNA sites. The genome-wide nucleosome profile is then
the averaged read count profile of the aligned profiles. Nucleosome profiles differ slightly
between fetal enriched and maternal DNA due to differences in DNA degradation, i.e.
fragment length. These changes correlate with the fetal fraction. SANEFALCON uses a
linear regression from the nucleosome profile to predict the fetal fraction, with coefficients
learned from a training set. Here, we have used the pre-trained model from the original
publication.

Results

High correlation between Y-based fetal fraction estimates

Figure 1 shows the correlations between the six different methods on the 654 test samples.
High correlations were observed between methods that depend on the read count on
chromosome Y, i.e. DEFRAGa/b and BAYINDIRa/b.
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Figure 1: The lower left part of the matrix shows our comparison of the six different
methods to predict fetal fraction from single read NGS data for 654 maternal blood plasma
samples. Blue dots represent the male pregnancies, red dots the female pregnancies. Gray
and green dots represent male and female pregnancies of a failed run, which contained
degraded fetal DNA. On the diagonal of the matrix, the correlations to BMI (B), weight
(W) and the gestational age (G) are shown, respectively. The upper right part of the
matrix shows the correlation between the two methods (these data are also supplied
separately as Supplementary Table S1).
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Using unique male regions for Y chromosome improves fetal frac-
tion estimate

BAYINDIRa predicts non-zero fetal fractions in female pregnancies (red samples), see
for example the comparison with SeqFF. This is due to the reads mapping on the Y
chromosome even for female pregnancies. A similar effect, although smaller, can be seen
for the DEFRAGa method. When excluding those regions on the Y chromosome, as is
done in BAYINDIRb and DEFRAGb, we see that the predicted fetal fraction for female
pregnancies is indeed zero. From this, we conclude that the methods that use only unique
male regions on the Y chromosome to estimate the fetal fraction are to be preferred.

Fetal fraction for female pregnancies can be predicted, but less
accurate

Two methods, SANEFALCON and SeqFF, can additionally detect fetal fraction for fe-
male pregnancies. We do observe a correlation between the two methods for the male
pregnancies (blue samples, ρ = 0.52) and the female pregnancies (red samples, ρ = 0.37),
suggesting that fetal fractions for female pregnancies can be estimated (see also Figure
1). Nevertheless, although both methods do correlate (ρ = 0.45), their agreement is much
less than the agreement between the Y-based methods (0.87 < ρ < 0.98), indicating a
lower accuracy for the fetal fraction for both SeqFF and SANEFALCON, with SeqFF
performing slightly better than SANEFALCON.

Detection of technical failure

The green and gray samples in Figure 1 are from an NGS validation run in which an
incidental human error occurred during sample preparation. As the wrong buffer was
used, only large (maternal) fragments were selected, causing depletion of fetal DNA in
the entire series. This was initially detected because several of the trisomy positive sam-
ples from this run were missed. Follow-up experiments showed that before this step an
SRY signal could be determined for the male samples; after preparation, the signal was
lost for 7 of the 18 male samples. From the Y-based methods, DEFRAGb performs best
in detecting a (too) low fetal fraction, reporting such a (too) low fraction in 38.9% of
the male samples. Interestingly, the comparable BAYINDIRb method is not as good in
detecting these erroneous samples (27.8%). Remarkably, SANEFALCON is best in de-
tecting the erroneous samples (61.1% for male samples and 66.7% for female samples),
much better than SeqFF (33.3% for male samples and 50.0% for female samples). An
explanation for this phenomenon lies in the SANEFALCON approach, which is based on
the distribution of read-starts around nucleosome positions, where starts of longer reads
(linked to maternal DNA) are further away from the nucleosomes. As a result, selecting
for larger fragments has an immediate negative effect on the fetal fraction. The Y-based
methods BAYINDIR and SeqFF performed less in detecting the erroneous samples, which
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might be explained by the fact that some of the male samples still contained sufficient
Y-chromosomal DNA to conclude that a fetal fraction is present. Concluding, SANE-
FALCON can best be used to detect (too) low fetal fractions. Note that we have used a
threshold of 4% as being proposed in literature to reduce the number of false negatives
[3]. However, when inspecting Figure 1, the threshold for DEFRAGb could be lowered to
3% whereas for SANEFALCON a threshold of 6% might be preferred.

Body mass index, weight and gestational age

The correlation between the fetal fraction determined by the six methods and the weight
(W), body mass index (B) and gestational age (G) are shown in the diagonal of Figure 1.
Comparing these values with the results from Zhou et al. [4], we observe a slightly stronger
correlation between DEFRAGb and BMI than reported in Zhou et al. [4], this might be
caused by the use of different datasets. Regression of weight to DEFRAGb shows that
for each extra kilogram, a decrease of 0.13% in fetal fraction is observed (0.42% decrease
for each BMI point). Remarkably, no sample with a high BMI in the test set failed due
to too low fetal fraction. Linear regression analysis on the gestational age further shows
a positive correlation (+0.23% each week) with the fetal fraction.

Discussion and Conclusions

Our data confirm that it is important to determine the fetal fraction directly on the NGS
data, as a separate assay may miss errors that are introduced during preparation for NGS.
Furthermore, it is faster and more cost effective; all methods that were tested can easily
be implemented into in-house pipelines and do not significantly increase the turnaround
time. We found that the Y-based methods to estimate the fetal fraction are much more
in agreement than the methods that are also capable to estimate the fetal fraction for
female pregnancies. This agreement increased further when only male-specific regions on
the Y chromosome were considered; i.e. methods DEFRAGb and BAYINDIRb. When
considering the failed run, the DEFRAGb method was much better capable of identi-
fying those samples that had a low fetal fraction. As reported by others, we found
that BMI and gestational age do not correlate strongly with fetal fraction. Interestingly,
DEFRAGb shows the highest correlation, its correlation with BMI being even higher than
previously reported correlations of BMI with fetal fraction. This strengthens our opin-
ion that DEFRAGb gives the most accurate estimate of the fetal fraction, but its use
is limited to male pregnancies. Both methods that also predict fetal fraction for female
pregnancies agree on the fetal fractions for male and female pregnancies (similar correla-
tions). However, they are less accurate than the Y-based methods (low correlation with
the Y-based methods), with SeqFF performing slightly better than SANEFALCON. On
the other hand, SANEFALCON performed best in detecting samples with very low fetal
fractions from the failed experiment, even outperforming DEFRAGb. This is extremely
useful because in clinical practice we do not know whether there is a male or female preg-
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nancy. Finally, we performed subgroup analysis to determine whether the performance
of the different methods was dependent on the number of reads. As can be seen from
Supplementary Figure S1, this was not the case. Taken together we propose the follow-
ing for NIPT using a NGS single read sequencing strategy: (1) use SANEFALCON to
check for low fetal fraction in all pregnancies. For samples that pass this check: (2) use
DEFRAGb to estimate the fetal fraction for male pregnancies (DEFRAGb ≥ 4%), and
(3) use SeqFF to estimate the fetal fraction for female pregnancies (DEFRAGb < 4%).
This proposal is based on our results on a relatively limited dataset of 654 samples and
should be confirmed in future experiments.
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Supplementary Data

DEFRAGa DEFRAGb SANEFALCON SeqFF BAYINDIRa BAYINDIRb
DEFRAGa 0.982 0.485 0.930 0.868 0.993
DEFRAGb 0.469 0.915 0.878 0.984
SANEFALCON 0.521 0.346 0.474
SeqFF 0.811 0.926
BAYINDIRa 0.878
BAYINDIRb

Table S1: This table contains the data used to plot Figure 1.
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Figure S1: Subgroup analysis to determine whether the performance of the different
methods was dependent on the number of reads.
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